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The Barbed Coil is a fantasy novel by J. V. Jones, published in Plot[edit]. The novel is set
mostly in the Kingdom of Rhaize where the coming together of.The Barbed Coil has ratings
and 71 reviews. Amanda said: This is a really great example of a fantasy standalone. The
characters are fundamentally c.The Barbed Coil and millions of other books are available for
Amazon Kindle. The Barbed Coil Mass Market Paperback – April 1, As in The Book of
Words trilogy, J. V.Editorial Reviews. cr-eh.com Review. On Earth, the Barbed Coil is a ring
that transports Tessa McCamfrey to another world. After Tessa appears in the city
of.Contemporary heroine Tessa McCamfrey, purposeless and tormented by an inner-ear
disorder, strikes out on a San Diego freeway only to find a magical barbed.The Barbed Coil.
"The best fantasy novel of the year. A superb novel, sculpted from colorful vocabulary and
fantastic clarity by a brilliant story teller sure to."The best fantasy novel of the year. A superb
novel, sculpted from colorful vocabulary and fantastic clarity by a brilliant story teller sure to
continue her dazzling.The formidable warlord Izgard has crowned himself King of Garizon
and donned the Barbed Coil, the symbol of Garizonian rule. As Garizon's.I found the
calligraphy portions of The Barbed Coil very accurate and well- researched. I wouldn't be
surprised if J.V. Jones knows or is a calligraphic artist.The Barbed Coil is one of the author's
earlier works, and that thing which seems an increasing rarity in fantasy: a self-contained
novel. There is.Doorstopper new fantasy from the author of the Book of Words trilogy (Master
and Fool, , etc.). Tinnitus sufferer Tessa McCamfrey finds a.Buy a cheap copy of The Barbed
Coil book by J.V. Jones. On Earth, the Barbed Coil is a ring that transports Tessa McCamfrey
to another world. After Tessa.The Barbed Coil is a stand-alone novel telling the story of Tessa
McCamfrey, a young woman from san Diego. Click here to see the rest of this review. One
day.The Barbed Coil by J V Jones - book cover, description, publication history.The Barbed
Coil by J V Jones, , available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide.Tessa
McCamfrey, young and rootless resident of Southern California, has never found much in life
that interests her. All of that changes when she stumbles.A review by Wayne MacLaurin. I
must admit I'm new to J.V. Jones' work (having missed her popular Book of Words trilogy)
but she had been recommended to.
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